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KAKA'S INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 
ROADWAY TO BETTER FUTURE 

ACADEMIC YEAR (2023-24) 
PTA- MOM 

Ihe 'aret Techer Awociation (PTA) will endeavour towards the following objectives 

lo promoe, maintain and develop opportunities for the harmonious development of the children. 

lo organize workshops and group discussions for the students on the topics connccted with the education 
and developent of the child. 

lo assist sehool in solving the collective safety and security problem of the students 

To assist the School and its stafl in organising different events. 

To assist sehool in resolving issues related to discipline and other non-financial matters of students, Teachers and 

parents aunicably. 

POINTS DISCUSSED IN MEETING 

1) The school authority informed the parents in meeting that from last three years school has not hiked 
the fees and this year 2023-24 will also not hike the fees .parents were happy and thanked to the 

authority. 
2) In meeting it has been decided that there will be no admin charges ,registration fee and form fee will be 

taken from parents. parents were applaud and praised the initiative taken by school. 
3) Parents were informed in the meeting that EDAC book and EDAC APP. will be followed as it is mapped 

as per new NEP. Sample books of pre-primary and primary were shown to parents and they were 

agreed and given their approval. 
4) Uniform set of regular school uniform, PT uniform and MCF uniform shown to parents, suggestion of 

parents were taken. Parents have been asked to purchase from vendor as per given dates and pay for 
the same to vendor. Parents will be getting 2-regular uniform, 1- PT uniform and set of MCF uniform. 

5) School timing for upconming academic year discussed with parents and parents were agreed. Keeping 
physical growth and other co-curriculum activities in the consideration all the subjects were included in 

the time table and parents have gone through the time table. 

6) School has appointed the well qualified and experience teachers and details educational qualification 

shown to parents in PTA. 
7) MCF which gives strong self dependent, disciplined, physically and mentally fit youth of the nation 

Kaka's international is introducing for the students in this academic year. Parents were happy that their 
wards will be facilitated by the MCF activities. 

8) There are endless educational possibilities with robotics, and it's easy to tackle each area of STEM 
in a fun way. Sharpen math skills and helps in understanding the computer science keeping the 
objective in consideration kaka's International School has taken initiative to introduce Robotics in 
curriculum, informed parents in the meeting and parents have given their approval for the same. 
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